COMFORT

Unique twin bearing assembly
guarantees long life
and quiet operation

EDMONDS

A LIFETIME
OF IMPROVED HOME

WINTER
WITHOUT VENTILATION, MOISTURE LADEN AIR RISES AND CONDENSES
IN ROOF SPACE. DAMPNESS IS TRAPPED.

SUMMER
WITHOUT VENTILATION, HEAT FROM THE ROOF SPACE RADIATES INTO
THE HOME AND CAN ALSO LIMIT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INSULATION.

VENTILATION MAKES YOUR LIFE
MORE COMFORTABLE

homestead, heritage red, caulfield green, white, mist green,
rivergum, beige and slate grey.

Ventilation is simply the process of replacing stale, hot
air with clean, fresh air. This process makes your life more
comfortable in three ways:

5. Withstands severe wind and rain.
In independent laboratory tests, Windmaster withstood wind
velocities of 180km/hr and satisfied the international Rain
Dynamic Rain Penetration Test.

1. A more comfortable summer. Windmaster
extracts super heated attic air enabling it to be replaced by
fresh air through tiles or under eave vents. Roof space
temperatures can be reduced from 60°C to 45°C, in turn,
reducing the amount of heat radiating into the home.
2. Lower energy bills. Ducted air
conditioning systems operate far more
efficiently with roof space ventilation.
3. Less roof space moisture.
Up to 12 litres of moisture per day is drawn
into roof spaces from shower and kitchen
fans. This can cause mould and mildew.

UNIQUE AUSTRALIAN DESIGN
Windmaster is a 300mm throat aluminium ventilator
which has been specially designed for Australian conditions.
Unique features and benefits include:
1. Dual bottom bearing system. Windmaster uses
two precision steel bearings located in a patented bottom
bearing assembly. This ensures smooth and quiet operation.
2. Replaceable bearings. Windmaster is the first
domestic vent where the bearings can be easily replaced by
the homeowner.
3. Dome reinforced against hail. The life of a
ventilator can be lessened if the dynamic balance of the
product is upset by hail damage. Windmaster has a special
reinforced dome designed to provide extra resistance
against hail.

6. Lifetime Warranty. Edmonds offers a lifetime
warranty on the body of the ventilator, for the original
installation. A separate 10 year warranty is provided for the
bearings but these are easily replaceable.
7. Fits all roof types. Windmaster’s
“Vari-Pitch” throat and malleable flashing
suits all roof types with slopes from
zero to 45°.

OTHER ACCESSORIES
Edmonds also makes available Under
Eave Vents and Whirlybird Mate, an open and
closeable ceiling register particularly suitable
for cathedral ceilings. When used with Windmaster, both
products can further improve overall ventilation benefits.
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DISTRIBUTED BY

4. Large range of colours. Windmaster is available in
an extensive range of colours including – mill, brown, black,
WH ED7227

